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Interview with James Sweet

By Teagan Sliz and Zhaocheng (Ian) Yang

James Sweet, Intervention (detail), 2020

Union Gallery volunteers Teagan Sliz and Zhaocheng (Ian) Yang virtually chat with Queen’s BFA
student James Sweet about confronting perceptions of self.
How would you describe your use of recycled materials in Intervention in relation to
themes of body image, body dysmorphia, and eating disorders?
It was important to me to use recycled materials in my work for sustainability purposes, as I try
to be as environmentally conscious as possible—including in my artwork. The recycled clothes
in Intervention are old clothes of my own which were either old and ripped, or that I have grown
out of either literally in terms of size or just in personal style. For example, the jeans that I used
for the ribs came from what used to be my favourite pair of jeans—they were comfy and made
my legs look great, but I was a complete idiot and wore them to coverall painting in first year
during Frosh week, so they first got ruined with paint splatter. The final nail in the coffin for them
was when I accidentally stepped in the knee hole in a rush to get to class and it extended the
rip from knee to ankle. I’m a huge fan of fashion and love clothes (my grossly stuffed closet is a
testament to this), so it was a sad day when I had to say goodbye to those jeans and cut them
up.
The recycled clothes of mine made this piece really personal for me, as when I look at them I see
an old version of myself that might be gone forever. The themes of body image, body

dysmorphia, and eating disorders are also close to home as they are things I have struggled with
my whole life either personally or from friends. The symbolic image of the ribcage signifying
weight loss and struggles with eating disorders, where when placed in front of the mirror creates
a very confrontational moment for me—and hopefully for viewers too. When I see my reflection
behind this ribcage of my old clothes it feels like an intervention—hence the name—of my own
struggles of self-perception in terms of body image but also an old version of myself.
Your work combines the personal struggle with mixed feelings and also reminds others
to face their self-perception and body images. How did you feel in the process of creating
this installation?
Making this project was simultaneously really hard for me, but also interesting and introspective.
As soon as the first project for my sculpture class this semester was done I immediately knew
that I wanted to do a rib cage next—mirror, eating sounds and all—it just came to me really
easily and made sense. However, in making this sculpture I knew I’d be challenging myself and
my struggles with body image and my relationship with eating. Eating disorders are a silent
disease, you’re kind of trapped in your mind and all you can think about 24/7 is food and eating
and making sure you’re working out and how you’re perceived by others—it’s just constant
noise. I watched myself wither away and I didn’t think it was a problem until other people,
friends and family, noticed it. It’s crazy, some people would say how great I look, or like “yes
skinny legend” and I would let that get to my head—I still do today! It’s hard to get over that, and
it’s something that I’m still working on, but those comments can fill my head sometimes with
a twisted positivity that fulfills my need to look or feel “good” (whatever “good” looks like). But
having close friends and family come to me and express their concerns made me realize I was
in a little too deep, and that I wasn’t really looking “good.” Intervention is my acknowledgement
that I have this problem that I struggle with, and that hopefully, by making art out of it, it can be
a step in the right direction for me.
I’m kind of weird because I have out-of-body experiences all the time, like looking at myself from
an outside perspective, and I view myself as if I’m some psychological case study. One of these
moments was when the idea sparked for Intervention. I remember staring in the mirror and not
recognizing the face looking back at me by my appearance and how I’ve changed, and it freaked
me right out. Maybe it’s because I’m an artist, or because I’m just stubborn, but my first instinct
was to create art about it and thus Intervention was born.
This piece is like a diary entry, it’s the most personal thing I’ve ever made and it’s still so surreal
that it’s even in a gallery right now, and I’m so grateful it is (especially because it’s the Union
Gallery)! While this piece is really dark in subject matter, I can’t take myself too seriously and I find
I just need to laugh at myself to make it better. So I’m just like, “Haha! My super-personal and dark
art is just chilling there for anyone to see!” It’s just how I deal with things, making art instead of
just going to therapy and then laughing at the ridiculousness of it all.

The audio for this piece is a great example of me “working through” things, where I challenged
my pet peeve of eating sounds by recording myself ASMR-style eating different foods. It’s kind
of ironic in a sense talking about weight loss and eating disorders and then recording myself
eating food, so anyone who knows me would laugh at me for that. I hope that anyone who has
struggled or struggles with an eating disorder, body dysmorphia, or identity or self-perception
issues can one day get the help they need, and I wish that upon myself also. I fear that this piece
could be triggering to some people, and I just hope people can see past the rib imagery and see
the concept of struggle behind those ribs. I think for me the biggest take-away from this is that
it’s okay to struggle with yourself, and while acknowledging struggles is the hardest part, it’s a
step in a better direction. For me, Intervention was this step.
What have you been doing to keep busy during the pandemic?
It feels like I have done both so much and yet so little during this pandemic. Even just thinking
about what I did during the pandemic makes me feel like… sick by how long it’s been—like I
was reminded of Tiger King. I don’t even know if I can list all the shows I’ve watched this past
year—some of which I have started and finished—just at the sheer amount I watched to keep
busy. Lots of music too, really expanded my music library this year. I know Schitt’s Creek ended
and that was sad but it cleaned up at the Emmy Awards so that was cool, I’m a huge Big Brother
fan so I know that happened even though this season was bad and I had to stop half way
through, but other than that it’s all a blur. Some pretty decent seasons of Drag Race too this
pandemic so that was great.
I went to as many BLM marches and rallies that I could because that is something that is really
important to me, so I wanted to do as much as I could. That was super inspiring to me, so over
the summer I did an Instagram story takeover of the Undergraduate Review where I showed my
art-making process, so I decided to paint Marsha P. Johnson as an acknowledgement for the BLM
movement and LGBTQ rights.
Do you all have projects you’re currently working on or are excited to start in the near
future?
I mainly just have ideas for next semester as I’m taking painting, and a lot of them are
continuations from Intervention. Because Intervention forced a mirror at me and screamed at me
to look inwards, I’m feeling very ~introspective! I want to do some self-portraits just to appeal to
my vanity but also I want to swipe out sections and make it look like a blur but like… fleshy. I also
want to take my face and make it like swirling off and really alien-like. Really, I just want to mess
around with my self perception some more.
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